Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Following the idea of Bennett et al.^[@CR1],[@CR2]^ on quantum teleportation, we use entanglement^[@CR3]^ for the quantum communication protocols^[@CR4]--[@CR19]^. Such as teleportation of qubits^[@CR20]^, quantum key distribution (QKD)^[@CR21],[@CR22]^, quantum secret sharing^[@CR23],[@CR24]^, etc.^[@CR25]--[@CR34]^ Entanglement can be seen in many states likes Bell states^[@CR35],[@CR36]^, GHZ states^[@CR37]^, and W states^[@CR38],[@CR39]^, and so far several measures have been proposed to quantify entanglement^[@CR40]--[@CR45]^. Various research works have been developed in the field of multi-party quantum teleportation^[@CR46]--[@CR48]^. As far as we know, the first quantum teleportation between three parties is proposed by Karlsson et al.^[@CR49]^ in 1998 using GHZ state. Also, Dong et al.^[@CR50]^ performed a controlled communication between the three-party using GHZ state and imperfect Bell state measurement. Furthermore, Hassanpour et al.^[@CR51]^ performed controlled quantum secure direct communication protocol using GHZ-like states.

Quantum teleportation involving cluster states^[@CR7],[@CR52]--[@CR55]^ is a multiparty protocol. Cluster states are a kind of highly entangled quantum states, and they can be prepared in the following ways: (a) Cluster states can be generated in lattices of spin qubits by interacting them with "Ising type Hamiltonian"^[@CR56]^, (b) Cluster states can be generated by spontaneous parametric down-conversion involving photon polarization and non-linear optics^[@CR57]^. (c) The cluster states are considered as a particular case of graph states^[@CR58]--[@CR61]^. Cluster states have great importance over quantum teleportation, and they can be used for one-way quantum computing^[@CR55],[@CR57]^, bidirectional quantum computing^[@CR62]^, and cyclic quantum computing^[@CR63]^. In our protocols, we use the cluster states as a one-way quantum computing channel.

Quantum correlation is used as a resource to establish entanglement between the particles. For an entangled state, the entanglement of formation^[@CR42]^ specifies the amount of resource used to generate the particular entanglement between the particles. The amount of resource used for generating entanglement between particles is referred to as quantum entanglement cost^[@CR64]^. Besides, the quality of a quantum circuit is measured by the number of gates used in the circuit. So the quantum cost of a circuit is defined as the number of preliminary gates used in the circuit. In fact, as the number of gates decreases, the cost of the circuit will be reduced.

More recently, Haddadi et al.^[@CR65]^ proposed a protocol for teleportation of the two-qubit state through a five-qubit cluster state. Remarkably, they have shown that their protocol is deterministic, i.e. the probability of success in their scheme is 100%. We propose the protocols involving five-qubit and seven-qubit cluster states for teleportation of two-qubit and three-qubit states respectively. In our protocols, we use cluster states as quantum channels shared between three parties Alice, Bob and Charlie. Where Alice (sender) sends her qubits information to Bob (receiver) under control, supervision of Charlie (controller) through the shared quantum channel between them.

Till date, no one has examined our protocols for teleportation of the arbitrary two-qubit and three-qubit states through the five-qubit and seven-qubit cluster states as quantum channels. Thus we are motivated to analyze them theoretically as well as experimentally. Herein, we use IBM Quantum Experience (IBM QE)^8,[@CR66]--[@CR80]^ platform for the experimental realization of the quantum circuits. Indeed, IBM QE is an online service that allows access to the most advanced quantum computers for the researcher to do research work and run quantum programs on IBM Q systems with the IBM QE cloud platform. There are some processors on IBM QE such as one 1-qubit processor, six 5-qubit processors, one 15-qubit processor, and one 32-qubit simulator. In this work, we use "IBM 16 Melbourne" quantum computer and "IBM qasm simulator" for experimental realization of our quantum circuits.

This paper comprises of various sections as follows. The next section explains the theoretical and experimental approach of the controlled quantum teleportation protocols for five-qubit and seven-qubit cluster states. In "[Quantum state tomography](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section is devoted to quantum state tomography and the "[Results](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}" section discusses the results of the proposed protocols by showing the fidelity of the circuits. In "[Security analysis against Charlie](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}" section discusses the security analysis against Charlie's attacks. Finally, we end our paper with a brief conclusion in the last section.

Theoretical and experimental realization of our protocols {#Sec2}
=========================================================

There are many schemes for the controlled quantum teleportation^[@CR81],[@CR82]^. In the following sub-sections, we discuss the controlled quantum teleportation of arbitrary qubit states via cluster states for two cases. Case I: scheme for the controlled quantum teleportation of an arbitrary two-qubit state using a five-qubit cluster state. Case II: scheme for the controlled quantum teleportation of an arbitrary three-qubit state using a seven-qubit cluster state.

In our protocols, the cluster state has been remotely prepared at the Alice place, where she performs all the necessary unitary operations including the deferred measurement^[@CR83]^ as shown in Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. After performing all the operations, Alice sends the respective qubits to the respective parties. Then Alice immediate measures her qubits in computational basis, which destroys her qubits, making her incapable of any further communication^[@CR55]^. Now, after receiving qubits from Alice, Charlie measures his qubits in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Scheme for controlled quantum teleportation of an arbitrary two-qubit state using a five-qubit cluster state {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We consider a five-qubit cluster state which we used as a quantum channel to teleport a two-qubit state. The cluster state is shared between three parties Alice, Bob and Charlie which are far apart from each other. Alice shares two qubits, Charlie shares one qubit, and Bob shares the remaining two qubits of the five-qubit entangled cluster state. The average classical information shared between Charlie and Bob is 0.5 bit, which depends upon the measurement outcome of Charlie. Now, Bob takes the information of the classical channel into account and decides which set of unitary operations he has to perform on his qubits. Here, if Charlie wants to cheat and sends the wrong information to Bob through the classical channel, then after Bob's unitary operation and consulting with Alice, Bob finds out that Charlie cheated. Thus, even if Charlie wants to, he cannot cheat without getting caught, and this is the beauty of quantum communication^[@CR23]^.
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Briefly, in this process of teleportation. Alice remotely prepared the cluster state at her place, and then she performs controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate on qubits (*a*, 1) and qubits (*b*, 3). Where the qubits *a* and *b* work as controlling qubits and qubits 1 and 3 work as target qubits (we use the abbreviation (*x*, *y*) where the qubit *x* works as controlling qubit and the qubit *y* works as target qubit, henceforth). After then, Alice performs Hadamard gate on her qubits *a* and *b*, and then she performs the deferred measurement on her qubits as discussed earlier. Then Alice sends the respective qubits to Charlie and Bob. If the controller Charlie agrees to help the communication between Alice and Bob, Charlie has to perform a single-qubit measurement in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \pm \rangle$$\end{document}$ basis on his qubit 4. Finally, Bob can obtain the unknown state by performing the appropriate set of unitary transformations on his qubits 2 and 5. Indeed, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the generalized equivalent circuit for teleporting two-qubit state by using a five-qubit cluster state.Figure 4A generalized circuit for teleporting arbitrary two-qubit state using five-qubit cluster state.

### Circuit decomposition {#Sec4}

The arbitrary two-qubit state which Alice wishes to teleport is given as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle_4$$\end{document}$. Then Charlie sends a 1 bit of classical information to Bob. Then Bob understands that he has to perform a phase-change unitary transformation on his qubits, means he applies *Z* gate on both of his qubits 2 and 5 to get the state sent by Alice. So this protocol is deterministic, i.e. the probability of success is 100%.Table 2Classical communication and unitary operations.C.M.SC. IB.U.O 2nd qubitB.U.O 5th qubit$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle$$\end{document}$1 BitZZ*C.M.S.* Charlie's measured state of his qubit, *C.I:* classical information sent from Charlie to Bob, *B.U.O.* Bob applying unitary operations on his qubits.

We perform the above experiment on IBM QE, where we compare the statistical data of the teleportation of two-qubit between "IBM qasm-simulator" (with 32 qubits) and the "IBM 16 Melbourne" (IBM 16 Melbourne is a real device with 15 qubits). Indeed, we send an arbitrary two-qubit state from Alice to Bob with the help of a controller Charlie. We also figure out the density matrix of both the cases and from density matrices, we evaluate the fidelity^[@CR90],[@CR91]^ of the circuit.

Scheme for controlled quantum teleportation of an arbitrary three-qubit state using a seven-qubit cluster state {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this case, we consider a seven-qubit cluster state which we used as a quantum channel for teleportation of three-qubit state. The cluster state is shared between as usual Alice (sender), Bob (receiver), and Charlie (controller) which are far apart from each other. More precisely, Alice and Bob each share three qubits and Charlie shares one qubit of the seven-qubit cluster state. The procedure is the same as for the previous scheme, i.e. Alice remotely prepared the cluster state at her place. After applying the required unitary operations between the cluster state and the three-qubit state, Alice sends the respective qubits to the respective parties. And after that, she immediately measured her qubits state and the whole state is get collapsed to Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}). Next, Charlie measures his qubit in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle _7$$\end{document}$, then Charlie sends his qubit information in one bit to Bob within a certain time period through a secure classical channel. After receiving the information from Charlie, Bob gets that Charlie's qubit is in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle_7$$\end{document}$ state, and he has to apply a phase-change unitary transformation on qubit 6 followed by CNOT operation on qubits (2, 4) and (4, 6). If Charlie measurement outcome is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| + \rangle_7$$\end{document}$ state. And he has to apply an identity gate unitary transformation on qubit 6 followed by CNOT operation on qubits (2, 4) and (4, 6). Herein, the qubits 1, 3 and 5 belong to Alice, the qubits 2, 4 and 6 belong to Bob, and the qubit 7 belongs to Charlie. Indeed, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the generalized equivalent circuit for teleporting three-qubit state by using a seven-qubit cluster state.Figure 5A generalized circuit for teleporting arbitrary three-qubit state using seven-qubit cluster state, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|C_7\rangle _{1234567}$$\end{document}$.

### Circuit decomposition {#Sec6}

The arbitrary three-qubit state which Alice wish to teleport is given as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The seven-qubit cluster state from state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| 0000000 \rangle _{1234567}$$\end{document}$ is generated by the following circuit as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, is used as a quantum channel for teleportation of the three-qubit state reads$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|C_7\rangle _{1234567}$$\end{document}$.

The joint state of the arbitrary three-qubit state and the seven-qubit cluster state can be written as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} | \chi \rangle _{abc1234567}&= [(\alpha | 000 \rangle +\beta | 001 \rangle +\gamma | 010 \rangle +\delta | 011 \rangle +\epsilon | 100 \rangle +\zeta | 101 \rangle \\&\quad +\eta | 110 \rangle +\theta | 111 \rangle )\otimes \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}(| 0000000 \rangle + | 1110000 \rangle +| 1101100 \rangle \\&\quad +| 0011100 \rangle +| 1101011 \rangle +| 0011011 \rangle +| 0000111 \rangle +| 1110111 \rangle )]_{abc1234567}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Now, Alice implements arbitrary three-qubit to her share of entangled qubits in following ways: **Step 1** Considering the initial joint state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \chi \rangle _{abc1234567}$$\end{document}$, Alice applies CNOT gate on her qubits (*a*, 1), (*b*, 3), and (*c*, 5). Therefore, the transformed state is given as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} | \chi ' \rangle _{abc1234567}&= \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}[\alpha | 000 \rangle \otimes (| 0000000 \rangle + | 1110000 \rangle +| 1101100 \rangle +| 0011100 \rangle \\&\quad +| 1101011 \rangle +| 0011011 \rangle +| 0000111 \rangle +| 1110111 \rangle )\\&\quad +\beta | 001 \rangle \otimes (| 0000100 \rangle +| 1110100 \rangle + | 1101000 \rangle +| 0011000 \rangle \\&\quad +| 1101111 \rangle +| 0011111 \rangle +| 0000011 \rangle +| 1110011 \rangle )\\&\quad +\gamma | 010 \rangle \otimes (| 0010000 \rangle +| 1100000 \rangle +| 1111100 \rangle +| 0001100 \rangle \\&\quad +| 1111011 \rangle +| 0001011 \rangle +| 0010111 \rangle +| 1100111 \rangle )\\&\quad +\delta | 011 \rangle \otimes (| 0010100 \rangle +| 1100100 \rangle + | 1111000 \rangle +| 0001000 \rangle \\&\quad +| 1111111 \rangle +| 0001111 \rangle +| 0010011 \rangle +| 1100011 \rangle )\\&\quad +\epsilon | 100 \rangle \otimes (| 1000000 \rangle +| 0110000 \rangle +| 0101100 \rangle +| 1011100 \rangle \\&\quad +| 0101011 \rangle +| 1011011 \rangle +| 1000111 \rangle +| 0110111 \rangle )\\&\quad +\zeta | 101 \rangle \otimes (| 1000100 \rangle +| 0110100 \rangle + | 0101000 \rangle +| 1011000 \rangle \\&\quad +| 0101111 \rangle +| 1011111 \rangle +| 1000011 \rangle +| 0110011 \rangle )\\&\quad +\eta | 110 \rangle \otimes (| 1010000 \rangle +| 0100000 \rangle +| 0111100 \rangle +| 1001100 \rangle \\&\quad +| 0111011 \rangle +| 1001011 \rangle +| 1010111 \rangle +| 0100111 \rangle )\\&\quad +\theta | 111 \rangle \otimes (| 1010100 \rangle +| 0100100 \rangle +| 0111000 \rangle +| 1001000 \rangle \\&\quad +| 0111111 \rangle +| 1001111 \rangle +| 1010011 \rangle +| 0100011 \rangle )]_{abc1234567}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$**Step 2** Alice applies Hadamard gate on her qubits *a*, *b* and *c* and after that, the deferred measurement is performed on the circuit in a systematic way. Now in the deferred measurement, CNOT gate and CZ gate applied on qubits, i.e. Alice performs CNOT gate on qubits (1, 2), (1, 4), (1, 6), (1, 7), (3, 4), (3, 6), (3, 7), (5, 6), (5, 7), and then she performs CZ gate on qubits (*c*, 4), (*c*, 6), (*b*, 2), (*b*, 4), (*a*, 2). After all the operations, the new state is obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \pm \rangle$$\end{document}$ basis. Then Charlie decides whether to send his qubit information to Bob or not depends upon his qubit state, as discussed earlier. Bob after getting the information decides which set of unitary operations, he has to apply on his qubits.

Now, if Alice measures her states then, as usual, the whole state ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) is going to collapse to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \phi \rangle _{2467}=(\alpha | 0000 \rangle +\beta | 0011 \rangle +\gamma | 0111 \rangle +\delta | 0100 \rangle +\epsilon | 1111 \rangle +\zeta | 1100 \rangle +\eta | 1000 \rangle +\theta | 1011 \rangle )_{2467}$$\end{document}$ and this can be written in the following form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| + \rangle _{7}$$\end{document}$, then Bob has to perform first an identity gate on qubit 6 and then CNOT gate on qubits (4, 6) and (2, 4) to get the state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \chi \rangle _{abc}$$\end{document}$ as Alice wants to send. But if Charlie's measurement outcome is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle _{7}$$\end{document}$, then Bob has to perform first a phase-change unitary transformation on qubit 6 and then CNOT gate on qubits (4, 6) and (2, 4) to get the initial state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \chi \rangle _{abc}$$\end{document}$ (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

For example, let us say Alice measures her state and it comes out $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \chi _9 \rangle$$\end{document}$. Now Charlie measured his state and if his measurement outcome is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle _{7}$$\end{document}$, then Bob understands that he has to perform a set of unitary transformation on his qubits to get the state, as discussed earlier. As a result, our protocol is deterministic, i.e. the probability of success achieves 100%.Table 3Classical communication and unitary operations.C.M.SC. IB.U.O $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle$$\end{document}$1 BitCNOT (2, 4)CNOT (4, 6)Z*C.M.S.* Charlie's measured state of his qubit, *C.I.* classical information sent from Charlie to Bob, *B.U.O.* Bob applying unitary operations on his qubits.

We perform the above experiment in IBM QE, where we compare the statistical data of the teleportation of three-qubit state between "IBM qasm-simulator" and "IBM 16 Melbourne". In this experiment, we send an arbitrary three-qubit state from Alice to Bob with the help of a controller Charlie. We run the experiment on both the simulator and the real device and from there we figure out the density matrix of both the cases and from density matrices, we evaluate the fidelity^[@CR90],[@CR91]^ of the circuit.

Quantum state tomography {#Sec7}
========================

Quantum state tomography is an approach to specify a quantum state which embraces the collation of theoretical and experimental density matrices. The theoretical density matrix of the quantum state prepared in the first instance is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i \in \{1, 2,\ldots ,N\}$$\end{document}$ is the Pauli matrix acting on *i*-th qubit. And $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{j_1j_2j_3 \ldots j_N}$$\end{document}$ represents the result of a particular measurement as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec8}
=======

In this section, we present the experimental results for both the cases. Namely the teleportation of an arbitrary two-qubit state using a five-qubit cluster state and then teleportation of an arbitrary three-qubit state using a seven-qubit cluster state.

For teleportation of two-qubit state {#Sec9}
------------------------------------

First, we run our circuit on "IBM qasm simulator" (with 8192 shots for more accuracy and to reduce statistical errors) and on "IBM 16 Melbourne" (real device). Then we compare both results as seen in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. We observe that there are some errors in the "IBM 16 Melbourne" results, and these are due to decoherence^[@CR66]^, state preparation, and also due to the number of gates used in the circuit^[@CR92]^ as each gate inherently contains gate errors.Figure 8Histogram. Comparison between the probabilities obtained by "IBM qasm simulator" and "IBM 16 Melbourne" for teleportation of two-qubit state.

Now, we check the fidelity of the circuit so that we can know how well the state is teleported. Fidelity is given by the following formula^[@CR90],[@CR91]^$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j_2$$\end{document}$ basis. So, for a two-qubit state ([21](#Equ21){ref-type=""}), the experimental density matrix is calculated as what follows (see Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \psi \rangle _{ab}=\frac{1}{2}(| 00 \rangle +| 01 \rangle +| 10 \rangle +| 11 \rangle )_{ab}$$\end{document}$. (**a**) Real part of the experimental density matrix, (**b**) imaginary part of the experimental density matrix, (**c**) real part of the theoretical density matrix, (**d**) imaginary part of the theoretical density matrix. These results are taken from the "IBM 16 Melbourne" device.

Finally, the fidelity between the theoretical density matrix ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) and the experimental density matrix ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) is calculated to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For teleportation of three-qubit state {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------

Here we perform the same as we did for two-qubit teleportation, i.e. we run our experiment on "IBM qasm simulator" (with 8192 shots for more accuracy) and on "IBM 16 Melbourne" (real device). As we can see in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, that the probability of getting each possible states for the three-qubit system is nearly the same in the case of "IBM qasm simulator". However, in the case of "IBM 16 Melbourne" we can observe that the probability of getting each possible states for the three-qubit system is different and this is due to the noise errors present in the quantum channel. These noise errors are due to decoherence^[@CR66]^ in the quantum channel, state preparation error, and gate errors. Indeed, all these factors play an important role in reducing the fidelity of the states.Figure 10Histogram. Comparison between the probabilities obtained by "IBM qasm simulator" and "IBM 16 Melbourne" for teleportation of three-qubit state.
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                \begin{document}$$j_3$$\end{document}$ bases. Hence, for the three-qubit state ([25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}), the experimental density matrix is calculated as follows (see Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \chi \rangle _{abc}=\frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}(| 000 \rangle +| 001 \rangle +| 010 \rangle +| 011 \rangle +| 100 \rangle +| 101 \rangle +| 110 \rangle +| 111 \rangle )_{abc}$$\end{document}$. (**a**) Real part of the experimental density matrix, (**b**) imaginary part of the experimental density matrix, (**c**) real part of the theoretical density matrix, (**d**) imaginary part of the theoretical density matrix. These results are taken from the "IBM 16 Melbourne" device.
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Security analysis against Charlie {#Sec11}
=================================

We perform a security analysis against Charlie to check his honesty. In the security analysis protocol, Bob has to contact Alice through a classical channel, as well as he has to measure his state in the basis decided by Alice. For realizing security analysis of our protocols, we have taken Bell state and GHZ state as a two-qubit state and three-qubit state respectively for teleportation.

For teleportation of two-qubit state {#Sec12}
------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$| Bob-state \rangle =-\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(| 01 \rangle -| 10 \rangle )$$\end{document}$. Then he contacts Alice and they both exchange their information about the state and then they both know that Charlie cheated.

For teleportation of three-qubit state {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------

In this case, suppose Alice wants to share a GHZ state given as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| + \rangle _{7}$$\end{document}$. Now Charlie does not need to send classical information to Bob as discussed earlier. Suppose, Charlie is a dishonest person and he sends the one bit of classical information to Bob within a time period. As usual, after receiving the information, Bob gets that Charlie's qubit is in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| - \rangle _{7}$$\end{document}$ state. Then, Bob first performs the phase-change unitary transformation on his qubit 6 and then he applies CNOT gate on his qubits (4, 6) and (2, 4). After performing the unitary transformations, Bob measures his state in GHZ basis and he gets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| Bob-state \rangle =\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(-| 010 \rangle -| 101 \rangle )$$\end{document}$. Then Bob communicates with Alice and they both exchange their information about the state and thereby they know that Charlie cheated.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

In this work, we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate the teleportation of two-qubit and three-qubit states through five-qubit and seven-qubit cluster states respectively. As shown in the circuit diagrams, we successfully run those circuits on "IBM qasm simulator" as well as on "IBM 16 Melbourne" and report their probability distribution results. And we show that the teleportation of qubits through five-qubit and seven-qubit cluster states is possible. We also calculate the fidelity for both the cases and obtain a genuine fidelity over 40%. Remarkably, we also examine the security analysis against Charlie, and these schemes which we consider here are secure against Charlie's attacks. We show that the average classical communication cost of our protocols is 0.5 bit. As compared to other protocols, our protocols reduce substantially the classical communication cost. Hence, our protocols are economical and achievable.

*Note* The circuits shown in this work are drawn on the IBM circuit drawer and they are equivalent to all the operations discussed in the text. Confusion might create between the "circuits operations" and "Bob's operations". Here, when Charlie measurement outcome is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| \pm \rangle$$\end{document}$, then Bob has to perform the unitary operations as shown in Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. However, as seen from quantum circuits in Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, it is shown that Hadamard gate is applied on Charlie's qubit and CZ operations are applied between Charlie's qubit and Bob's qubits. These operations are just for convenience to get the appropriate results.
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